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a low loss atiasiontical cavity for a two-staae free electrnn laser (rrT,)

C. 'Pon Laven ant q. 9. eaall

KmR Pusion, Tnc., D.n. Pox 1567, Ann Arbor, Michiaan 4S106

and

J.F. Ward

Tiniversitv of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Abstract

A auasiontical cavity consisting of a cylindrical, metallic, overmoded, Tr,0 wavecuide

between two soberical end mirrors will be used to contain lona-wavelength (- 1 mm) Dume

radiation in a two-stace VT.L. The major loss mechanism is found to be mode conversion. Two
different modified cavities are shown to suffer negligible mode conversion, and two more

oossible avproaches, with low mode conversion and additional advantages, are discussed.

I. Introduction

Tn a two-staae WWL, intense first-stae radiation acts as a short spatial

neriod (- I mn) pump field to produce shorter wavelength second-staoe outout with relatively
modest electron beam eneray.1 .ianificant gain can e achieved in the second stage only if

the first staae radiation can build uo to intensities of 10 -10A W/cm 2 . In order to
accormiodate these intensities and orovide a region of uniform interaction between the 1-up

radiation and the electron beam, we propose a wavequide laser configuration Figure 1).

Wmpp- ds Ilftod

f 
Mode

Piaure 1. cavity. The electron beam travels alona the ouide axis from richt to
left. 'rhe numo and infrared waves separate due to differential diffraction in the free-
soace region*.

We discuss general features of this conficuration in Rection II. In Section III the loss
due to mode conversion is described and weighed against other loss mechanisms. Minimizing

the losses helos achieve high intensity and increases the overall efficiencv of the two-
stage laser. Mode conversion, which is the most siqnificant loss, may be reduced by certain

cavity modifications, which are described in Section IV. Other aspects of two-t,11- 1 114
desian are discussed in an accompanying article. 2
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TI. tleneral features of the- 01' cvt

Sa t wo-stace P""L cavity must provide interaction recions for both staqes, suffer low pump

losses, and transmit a fraction of the second-stacte radiation. Roth the first-stae and
second-stace interactions take niace irn the wavecuide where cood overlap between the fields
and the electron hoam can he achieved. The electron beam Passes throuah the second-stace
interaction recion with the low enerav spread necessary for the interaction. '"hen it passes

throuch the first-stace macnetostatic wicaler, acauirina a relatively laroe beam enerov
gwnroa6 as described elsewhere in this volumne. 3

T"he, cylindrical wavecuide shown in riaure 1 suvoorts the '1'rfl circular mode. The most
imn)ortant field component of this mode is the azimuthal electric field, rwhich has an
annular nrofile as shown in Vioure 2. Revond the quide this annular mode diveraes with a
diffraction anale vrovortional to X/a , where X~ is the pump wavelenath and a is the ouide
radius. '"he radial Profile of Wremains annular, and the macnitude of r~ near the cavity

axis crows smaller. The infrared mode is also annular, but its diffraction angle,

proportional to %. /a , is much smaller than that of the pump field. Thus annular mirrors
Permit oassace of the infrared mode on axis with low transmission of the 1-mf pump field.

As X/a increases, this mirror-hole loss decreases, but vaveguide attenuation increases.
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TTT. Mode conversion

Mode conversion, also known as couvlina loss, results from the failure of the reflected

radiation to duplicate nreciselv the oriainal 01 mode at the waveauide end. In our

analysis, as in Previous waveguide laser work," the radiation propaaatina between the ouide

and the mirror is represented as a set of free-space modes, each with a spherical wave

front, and the curvature of the spherical mirror is chosen to match these wave fronts. The

acoronriate modes are the Gauss-LaGuerre T D * modes, for which the azimuthal electric

field at the beam waist is given as

)'2(u) u (1) I (-u1/2

2, 2
where u-2r/ w 0. For convenience, we choose to locate the beam waist at the wavepuide
end. 'Phis condition, together with the matchinq of wave-front curvature to mirror

curvature, determines the beam waist radius w for the complete set of free-space modes.

nifferent values of wo are associated with different mirror curvatures.

If the I01 mode at the and of the waveguide is expressed as

- F (2)

p-o

then, after the trip to the mirror and back, we have

where n2p tan "1 1 L.%/wP, L is the guide-mirror separation, and k is the pump

wavelength. Throughout this paper the mirror diameter is assumed to be large enough toI

allow us to ianore the radiation lost around the edge. The reconstructed field R will not,

in general, be equal to R . This is because the free-space modes suffer a relative phase

shift, 2 a , Proportional to their mode number. (See, for example, Kogelnik and Li.5 ) The

*, Phase shifts are important because the amplitudes of high-order free-space modes are

sianificant, as seen in table 1.

When V is expanded in terms of ,on circular-waveouide modes, the fraction of power

converted into non-wI 0 1 modes is found. This will be small if + is close to ou or 0. We

will be concerned with the former condition, which can also be expressed as

L 2/swo >> 1. (4)

Laraer guide-mirror separations lead to lower mode conversion. Rmaller beam waists

(maintaining a fixed ratio of beam waist radius to wavequide radius) also lead to lower mode

conversion. Figure 4, Which shows the power not in the TR0 1 mode after a single reflection

for the case w /a-0.3, illustrates this behavior clearly. The value wo/a-O.3 is chosen

because it minimizes the mode conversion.

Thess mode conversion values match with results from a Fresnal-Huyiens propagation

code. The propagation code avoids a free-space mode field representation by calculating the

far-field radiation pattern at the mirror directly from the TEOI aperture distribution,

~~~~...............o..-.........-.-........ •.,..".



"ahle 1. 7ree-.soace mode Coefficients.

wola w / a .564 w /a = 0.675

Minimum mode conversion maximum 'Mr~l8amolitude. Peak of -rMo1* mode

loss, located at same radius
as neak of '=>imode.

r5 0 C0 CO  o CD  n

0.6153r.+n 0 0.98347+On 0 0.9447r+00
1 -.5R2A.+00 1 -.63197-03 1 0.2947+00
2 0.4400r+00 2 -. 1583r+00 2 -. 3544r-01
3 -.2695v+no 3 -.4704r-01 3 -. 10527+ 0
4 0.1139P.+00 4 0.3764r-01 4 -.63727-01
5 -.4748V-02 5 0.4585r-01 5 -. 6218?-02

6 -.3733V-01 6 0.1572r-01 6 0.2846E-01
7 0.20407-01 7 -.1291r-01 7 0.3545r-01
8 0.1125V-01 8 -.2311E-01 8 0.2427r-01
9 -.1388r-01 9 -. 16737-01 9 0.6822-02

tin -. 5760-02 i -. 3368.-02 10 -.8117P-02
11 0.8875F-02 11 0.80817-02 11 -. 1630?-01

102 9 11 2 1
C , 0.9998 C ,0.9992 2 , 0.9987

P-0 p-0 a

where the aperture is the open wavecuide end. r/ is then aiven by the far-field pattern in

the nlane of the aperture due to the distribution on the mirror.

guide-mirror senarations laraer than a few meters are inconvenient experimentally.

-educina the auide radius, a, reduces mode conversion but increases the resistive loss in

the waveuide. Plectron beam optics also becomes more difficult with a smaller ouide

diameter. Mince we wish to hold te total cavity losses below one Percent and maintain a

relativelev lare cuide diameter, we would like to reduce mode conversion substantially.

- , 2m
1.!5

ATTENUATION4
-ag THROUGH F1.0

• 4 METER MOOE

I WAVEGUIDE COVr

w:0 V! .4 IS 21 25

GUIDE RADIUS (onl L\/g2

Picture 4. mvermodine trades waveauide ?iaure 5. irror-hole diffraction is
attenuation for mode conversion, small for likely dimensions.

' or exampole, with L-3m and a-1.2 cm, the total round-trio cavity losses are 1.8%. nf this

total, 0.40 is due to mode conversion and f.6% is due to resistive losses in the waveocuide

and at the end mirrors. methods of reducina mode conversion to nealiqible levels are

discussed in the next section. 'o reduce losses further the mirrors and wavecuide could be

cooled to reduce absorption.
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1That remains in the diffraction loss through the infrared outnut counlina hole. "nis

loss Aenends on the cuide radius as well as the auide-mirror separation, L, because for low-

loss infr'red transmission the hole radius is of the order of the cuide radius. Fiaure 5
shows the devendence of this loss on cavity parameters. In the above examnle we have

LX/a -7.K, which for a symmetric cavity with holes in both mirrors imolies a little over

n.3% contribution to the total losses. This loss can be reduced by increasina L.

IV. Improved cavity desions

Pour different aoroaches are described for reducino mode conversion. "he first two,

involvino modified reflectors, have already led to theoretically viable solutions, as will

be shown. work in Progress on the horn and closed-cavity approaches is discussed. A less

* Practical fifth anroach, ohase-conjuqate reflection, is also mentioned.

- 'wo-element reflectors

Mode matchina with a sinale soherical reflector, as discussed in Rection ITI, is

imperfect unless the ouide-mirror separation is - or 0. At intermediate values of the

separation, free-space modes with different radial mode numbers arrive back at the waveauide

-* with relative phase shifts as discussed in the previous section, and imperfect
"* reconstruction of the waveauide mode results. A two-element reflector (see Fioure 6)

provides an additional relative Phase shift in the lens-mirror region which can be adjusted

to make all round-trip relative Phase shifts an integral multiple of 2%. A derivation of
the condition which the reflector parameters must satisfy is outlined below.

02 ". 2. f

Z22

Focal Legh f Spherical Mirror

Focal Leno - fi'
Fiaure 6. 'wo-element reflector.

For convenience we define the Rayleigh range, Zo=%w0 2/, where w0 is again the beam
radius at the waist. Let Z0l and Z02 be the Rayleigh ranaes associated with the beam

between the wavequide and the lens and the beam between the lens and the mirror,

resaectively. nistances Ll. L2, focal lengths of lens f and mirror fm' and lene-beam waist

distance %,2 ore shown in Figure 6. ahe relative phase shifts between successive modes, and

associated with the two beams as indicated in Figure 6, are aiven as follows-

. ..... ........ . . . ..*.
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7 - 1 i7 1 /1 (7# an-l1/m ) ()

f 7tan'- (  -L7) (5c)

217a~C(? L)?) (5d)

The total relative chase shift between successive free-soace moles nrooacatinq from the

wavecuide to the mirror is

4#o ,1 (l f - 4l, i )  4+  (42, f- 42,i )"  (6)

Makina use of relations between free-space beam parameters (see Reference 5) leads

eventually to
f L1  fL2 - L L2

0 2tan I f 1.0 f- ) . (7)

gettina either the numerator or denominator equal to zero in the araument appearing in
rouation 7 gives the result that 4,0 is some multiple of %. Thus, the round trip relative

chase shift for all free-sacoe modes is an integral multiole of 2%.

we examine the latter case, f-L2, and make the further simplification L1mL2 f. In this
case we also find %0172wf and 7.2-L 2. lhe result for 7. implies that the mirror is located

at the second beam waist and, thus, will be flat (f r-). With L1 eaual to L2 . we can easily
fold the optical system by replacinq the lens with a reflector of focal length f and movina

the flat to the end of the waveouide. Piqure 7 indicates the ray oaths in such a system and

lists arameters associated with a 3m separation. Radiation reenterina the waveguide
'iirectlv from the curved mirror without reflecting off the Plane mirror is not correctly

conditioned for mode matchina. Powever, the field is small near the axis for the Tr ,
modes so that this mismatch is insignificant for a 3m separation.

? nmm
mirror mirrora 1.

a = 1.2 cm

28 w02 *01L
1  a L2s J'3 m

W .68cm

., 1 W12 /X 14.4 cm

•02 - 14.1 cm

riaure 7. Polded two-element reflector with 3m separation.

Thus, without increasina the overall cavity length, mode conversion losses can be made
neqliaible. In the 3m case this eliminates a 0.9% loss, while introducing a separation-

independent 0.6% absorption loss due to the four additional reflections. Cooling would now

be even more desirable. 'otal round-trip losses could be reduced from 1.5% to about 0.9%

with licuid nitrogen or to about 0.31 with liouid helium.

..
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wave-front reflector

Another approach to the reduction of mode conversion requires fiqurinq of the mirror

surface to match the incident wave front of the total field, qiven by the sum of the free-

space modes. luch a mirror simultaneously reverses the propagation direction of the entire

wave front, which then follows exactly in reverse the evolution underdone during Oropagation

from the weveouide to the mirror. no phase conjugation occurs, only carefully controlled

conventional reflection is required. In terms of free-space modes, one can say that the

mirror reduces the optical Path lenath for each hiaher-order mode by the amount required to

compensate for the relative phase shifts by makina use of each mode s unique transverse

profile. Thus, the phase shifts vanish, and the returning radiaton precisely duplicates
the oricinal "0 1 made.

The total electric field along a surface of uniform phase can be written
m--I V0  p(1) (u  *-u/2 2 2 ei('t,(1!

" C C-- L (u) e2xp-i(kz- ) r 2(/w2+ik/21R)]] (8)

where

Tmf[ C L(l)(u) exp(i~p)]. 0 (9)
P0p-n p

with +p- 2p tan 1 ( 7,/,) and u-2r 2/v2. 'he coefficients C include the normalization

constants. mere, 0 is the radius of curvature of the wave fronts of the individual modes,

and w is the bea radius at arbitrary . A andi ware given as

P-7, 1+7. 2 /r2) (10a)

w'-W o (+ 2 /. (10ob)0

'rhe condition Imposed by Mquation 9 determines Z(r) for an arbitrarily selected value of the

overall phase at a fixed time. No generality in lost in making this selection. '.quation 9

can he solved numerically for 2.

In order to he sure of achieving low mode conversion, we will need to evaluate the errors

introduced by the parazial approximation in each of the prospective cavity designs. For

example, spherical mirrors might be replaced by parabolic mirrors. If non-paraxial
corrections to the mirror fiqure are required, they could most easily be implemented as a

modification to the wave-front reflector, since apherising is already necessary. No

additional absorption losses would be incurred as with the two-element reflector.

Porno

An aspealinq solution to the mode conversion problem would he to convert the T'nl

wevemide mode to the lowest order free-space mode with very little power in hiher-order

free-sme modes. elative phase shifts between modes would then have no sianificance.

This aoproach would reauire specially desioned horns on the ends of the waveauide. In

addition to reducing mode conversion, such horns would radiate a cleaner far-field pattern

then the oven vipe, Permitting a laraer mirror-hole diameter and a smaller overall mirror

. ismieter. wmrns may also be the least expensive solution to implement.

-.,



uorns arp commonlv esiane4 with the aoal of reducina the side lobes Present in the

radiation natterns of onen-ended, sinale-mode wavecuidex. qie lobes imnlv the oresence of
hiah-order #ree-soace modes. Thus our desin criteria will be similar to those commonly

useA, 'ut they will be more strincent.

he closest avnroach to the recuired horn desian seems to he the aperture-matched horn

remorted by urnside and Chuanc. 6 Flared surfaces attached to the end of a conventional

horn have been found theoretically and experimentallv to reduce side lobe Dower levels by
roughlv a factor of three below the already low levels Present in the pattern Produced by

the unmodified horn (see Pioure R). The unmodified horn is similar to our open-ended
wavecuide in that a single mode is incident upon an aperture which has dimensions large

compared to a wavelenath. Thus, a flared surface may be able to reduce mode conversion.

0
ATTACHED CURVED CALCULATED

SUFC MEASURED
-10 - MEASURED

(UNMODIFIED HORN)

.20-

cc 30-
ATTACHED CURVED ~

SURFACE

> .40
. NOTE: CURVED SURFACE IS

MOUNTED FLUSH 'J j 1
/ WITH HORN WALLS

HORN IWI.

ATTACHED CURVED
SURFACE .70

0 30 80 90 120 150 130
9 (DEGREES)

-iaure R. (a) Averture-matched horn (b) P-plane pattern of aperture-
(after *ef. 6, coavriaht 1982 XrRW). matched rectanqular horn (after Ref. 6,

copvriqht 1982 I!w").

Whe contours discussed in Reference 6 are probably not adepuate for the performance we

reauire. Taallv, a design procedure should be created in which an optimum or near-otimum
contour is found as a function of the coupling between the qiW0 1 waveouide mode and the

Wr""",1 free-srace mode. Ruch a design procedure exists for the simpler problem of a

nonlinear taper, which counles the T"r mode in circular wavequide to the same mode in a

wavecuide of different diameter by carefully controlling the 2wer in the
taper. 7 Adaotation of this vrocedure to our oroblem must account for many unwanted modes
rather than only one.

* (0Closed cavity

A different approach is to enclose completely "ei between the waveouide and the
spherical mirror with a tapered waveouide as shown .lqure 9. If the maximum taper

-.-, ... .. a * a. .,.... . . . . . . .-. . " -... '. . ••. - ", " -- "-"-"-"- / ."-.-. ... ", , ., ' " • - ". " , " " ;



I:-- T
anale, 0  is no more than a few deqrees, then only the lowest two cone miodes are recuired

to renresent the field in the tapered region adequately. 60

P iqure 9. (a) Closed cavity with a linear (b) Closed cavity with a
taver. nonlinearly tapered section.

Trhe Wcone modes are ixiven bv

E C6,R) M C R(2) / 2 (R) d (p (cose)], (1

#,n n +I n

*where n is the transverse mode number.* Azimuthal symumetry is assumed.* C is a cott, R

* is the distance from the cone's vertex, kc is the free-space waveflumber and 9 is the angle
* with respect to the cone's axis. R()and P are, respectively, the Ranicel function of the

second kind and the -9sociated Legendre function. The order of each function is indicated
by a subscript, which is positive but not, in general, an inteqer. The vn (n-n1.2.3 .. )are

a discrete set of numbers which are found numerically by satisfying the condition

T (90#x) (12)

'The n cone modes are very similar to the WR circular-waveguide modes. 'Phus, the

b est cavity performance would be obtained by arranaina for only the T( mode to be incident

S uon the mirror. As in the case of the lowest-order free-space mode, this permits a large
* mirror-liole diameter and relatively smaller overall mirror diameter. Good'conversion to the

Tvll cone mode could be achieved by the nonlinear section of the compound taper shown in
Piaure 9h. TPhis could be designed according to the procedure given in Reference 7 with

little modification.

* The simpler case of a linear taper (Piour. 9a) is examined briefly here. About one
percent of the power is allowed to propagate in the ?e 02 cone mode and smaller fractions in
higher-order modes. These fractions are found by expanding the incident TROI circular-

waveguide -node, in term of the functions given in Rquation 11, accounting for the phase
* variation of the incident mode along a constant-phase spherical surface of the cone modes.

AmS in the free-space case. tF is evaluated including the relative phase shifts accumulated

* by the cone moes propagating to the mirror and back. The phase shifts are found by

- evaluating the Wankel function in '.quaticn 11. Then 9 in turn, is expanded in terms of

TIcircular-aveguide modes in order to determine the mode conversion.



qome resuL2o are ,inae n~iuel" 'emnm occur when the lenatb of the taner

5is sufiient to introduce annroximatelv l~n 0 of relative nhase shift hetween the first two

cone modes. trrivina hack at the wavecuide, the 'r'F.., cone mode converts into a ""W~ circu-

lar mode and a smaller amnlitude -n72 mode. T'he Tr2cone mode converts mostly to the rr 0

circular mode. When the ohase shift is 180 *these two Tr02wae oroimtlcne,

nearly eliruinatina the major contribution to mode conversion in the closed cavity. 'vhe

relative chase shifts are smaller as the diameter increases. "bhus, a areater ]enoth is

recuired to accumulate the necessary 1800 as Fiaure 10 shows.

CA
cc6 8030 I-mm

"'1.S > 1.5

'U

00.7

8z n 1.07, 1.10 1.1 _______1________0____

Wa L (METERS) L (METERS)

ricure 10.(a lsdcvt odcovrinv.b)0 3

linoar tprlnt ih9W

'rhe choice of taoer angle involves a tradeoff between mode conversion and a reasonable

tamer length to reach the diameter required to couple out the infrared radiation. The vower

in hicher-order cone modis increases quickly above 0-3 0. The vaveguide diameter can then be

chosen to minimize the loss through the mirror hole (which again has roughly the same

* diameter as the waveguide) and the loss duo to waveguide attenuation. Figure 11 shows the

*tradeoff associated with this choice,

MIRROR-HOLE LOSS

L - 2w.

0 0

I-N

CL/

riaure 11. Tn the closed cavity a tradeoff exists between mirror-hole loss and wavequide
attenuation.



Phase-coniucate reflectors

Phase-coniuate reflectors have been considered for use as end mirrors.
8 

'here would be

no mode conversion with such reflectors. Powever, the efficiency of present phase

conJucators is low bv our ,tandards, either throuch low reflectivitv or larace power

recuirements. Riaher efficiency may result as researchers continue their efforts.

IV. Conclusions

Mode conversion is identified as a major loss mechanism in a "O 1 cuasioptical cavity.

nwo nossible cavity modifications are shown to eliminate mode conversion. These are the

two-element reflector and the wave-front reflector. Two other approaches, the horn and the

closed cavitv may be able to reduce both mode conversion and mirror hole losses. The use of

phase-conjuaate reflectors depends on future demonstration of efficient operation.
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